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A BSTRACT
We introduce BertViz, an open-source tool for visualizing self-attention in the
BERT language representation model. BertViz extends earlier work by visualizing
attention at three levels of granularity: the attention-head level, the model level,
and the neuron level. We describe how each of these views can help to interpret
the BERT model, and we demonstrate a debugging use case.

1

I NTRODUCTION

In 2018, the BERT language representation model achieved state-of-the-art performance across NLP
tasks ranging from sentiment analysis to question answering (Devlin et al., 2018). Key to BERT’s
success was its underlying Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017a), which uses a bidirectional,
multi-head self-attention architecture. An advantage of using attention is that it can help to interpret
a model’s decisions by showing how the model attends to different parts of the input (Bahdanau
et al., 2015; Belinkov & Glass, 2019).
Various tools have been developed to visualize attention in NLP models, ranging from attention
matrix heatmaps (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Rush et al., 2015; Rocktäschel et al., 2016) to bipartite
graph representations (Liu et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2017; Strobelt et al., 2018). A visualization
tool designed specifically for the multi-head self-attention in the Transformer (Jones, 2017) was
introduced in Vaswani et al. (2017b) and released in the Tensor2Tensor repository (Vaswani et al.,
2018).
In this paper we introduce BertViz, a tool for visualizing attention in the BERT model that builds
on the work of Jones (2017). We extend the existing tool in two ways: (1) we adapt it to the BERT
model, and (2) we add two visualizations: the model view and the neuron view. We also demonstrate
how BertViz may be used to analyze and debug BERT.

2

T HE B ERT V IZ TOOL

BertViz is an open-source tool for visualizing multi-head self-attention in the BERT model, available at https://github.com/jessevig/bertviz. BertViz comprises three views: an
attention-head view, a model view, and a neuron view, described below. A video demonstration
of the tool can be found at https://youtu.be/187JyiA4pyk.
2.1

ATTENTION - HEAD VIEW

The attention-head view visualizes the attention patterns produced by one or more attention heads in
a given transformer layer. Figures 1–3 show examples of this view for the following input sentences:
(a) the cat sat on the mat and (b) the cat lay on the rug.1 In this view, self-attention is represented as
lines connecting the tokens that are attending (left) with the tokens being attended to (right). Colors
identify the corresponding attention head(s), while line weight reflects the attention score. At the
1

All examples in this paper use the BERTBASE pre-trained model.
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Figure 1:
Attention-head
view (layer 0, head 0)

Figure 2:
Attention-head
view (layer 0, head 0), with
token the selected.

Figure 3:
Attention-head
view (layer 10, head 10)

top of the screen, the user can select the layer and one or more attention heads (represented by the
colored patches), as well as a sentence-level attention filter, e.g., a filter that only shows attention
from sentence A to sentence B. Users may also filter attention by token (Figure 2), in which case the
target tokens are also highlighted and shaded based on attention strength.
The purpose of the attention-head view is to show how attention flows between tokens for a particular
layer/head. In the attention head depicted in Figure 1, for example, one can see that attention is
distributed fairly evenly across words in the same sentence. In the attention head in Figure 3, in
contrast, attention is focused primarily on related words within the opposite sentence.
This view represents the basic visualization paradigm for BertViz and closely follows the original Tensor2Tensor implementation. The key difference is that the original tool was developed for
encoder-decoder models, while BertViz is designed for the encoder-only BERT model. BertViz is
also tailored to specific features of BERT, such as explicit sentence-pair (sentence A / B) modeling.

Figure 5: Model view, layers 6–11

Figure 4: Model view, layers 0 - 5
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2.2

M ODEL V IEW

The model view provides a birds-eye view of attention across all of the model’s layers and heads,
as shown in Figures 4 and 5 (for the same input as in Figures 1–3). Attention heads are presented
in tabular form, with rows representing layers and columns representing attention heads. Each
layer/head is visualized in a thumbnail form that conveys the coarse shape of the attention pattern,
following the small multiples design pattern (Tufte, 1990). Users may also click on any head to
enlarge it and see the tokens.
The model view enables users to quickly browse all attention heads and see how attention patterns
evolve through the layers of the model. For example, one can see in Figure 4 that layers 0–2 capture
many low-level patterns, e.g., attention to the next word in the sentence (layer 2, head 0). In contrast,
layers 9–11 in Figure 5 appear to focus attention on sentence separators, which may encode higherlevel sentence representations.
2.3

N EURON V IEW

The neuron view (Figure 6) visualizes the individual neurons in the query and key vectors and shows
how they interact to produce attention scores. Given a token selected by the user (left), this view
traces the computation of attention from that token to the other tokens in the sequence (right). The
computation is visualized from left to right with the following columns:
• Query q: The 64-element query vector of the token paying attention. Only the query vector
of the selected token is used in the computations.
• Key k: The 64-element key vector of each token receiving attention.
• q × k (element-wise): The element-wise product of the selected token’s query vector and
each key vector.
• q · k: The dot product of the selected token’s query vector and each key vector. This equals
the sum of the element-wise product from the previous column.
• Softmax: The softmax of the scaled dot-product from previous column. This equals the
attention received by the corresponding token.
Positive and negative values are colored blue and orange, respectively, with color saturation reflecting the magnitude of the value. As with the attention-head view, the connecting lines are weighted
based on attention between the words. The element-wise product of the vectors is included to show
how individual neurons contribute to the dot product and hence attention.

Figure 6: Neuron view for layer 0, head 0, with token the selected. This is the same head/token as
in Figure 2. Positive and negative values are colored blue and orange, respectively.
3
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Whereas the attention-head and model views show what attention patterns BERT learns, the neuron
view shows how BERT forms these patterns. Consider the neuron view in Figure 6, which shows
the attention head from Figure 1 that exhibited a within-sentence attention pattern. From the neuron
view, we can see that 3 to 4 neurons (shown in dark blue / orange in q × k column) mostly determine
the dot product and hence attention. The element-wise products are positive for tokens in the same
sentence and negative for tokens in different sentences. The reason is that the corresponding query
and key neurons have high-magnitude values of the same sign for tokens in the same sentence, but of
opposite sign for tokens in the opposite sentence. The result is the within-sentence attention pattern.

3

B ERT V IZ AS D EBUGGING T OOL : A C ASE S TUDY

In addition to helping interpret BERT, BertViz may also serve as a debugging tool. We illustrate this
capability with an example from the task of paraphrase identification, recognizing that further study
is needed to see how the tool generalizes to a broader range of debugging scenarios.
In our scenario, an analyst is running a BERT-based paraphrase detection model2 on chat data. She
wants to know why BERT did not classify these sentences as paraphrases: (a) the eminem tune was
totally awesome. and (b) dude, that song from eminem was sick! (sick is a synonym of awesome
here). She opens the model view of BertViz and sees an attention head with a crosshatch shape
similar to that of Figure 3, suggesting that the head captures relationships between sentences. The
analyst brings up the attention-head view (Figure 7). She sets the Sentence A → Sentence B (top)
and Sentence B → Sentence A (bottom) attention filters to highlight the between-sentence attention.
She sees that no attention connects awesome and sick, suggesting the model missed this relationship.
To test this hypothesis, the analyst replaces sick with terrific (Figure 8), and sees that terrific does
attend to awesome (see bottom of figure); the model also correctly identifies the two sentences as
paraphrases. She also tries an unrelated word: available (Figure 9). The attention pattern is almost
identical to the one for sick (Figure 7), reinforcing her belief that the model sees sick as unrelated to
awesome just as available is unrelated to awesome. The model also identifies these sentences as not
being paraphrases.

Figure 7: Model incorrectly
predicts paraphrase = False.
Note the lack of attention between awesome and sick.
2

Figure 8: Model correctly predicts paraphrase = True. Note
how terrific attends to awesome
(bottom of figure).

Figure 9: Model correctly predicts paraphrase = False. Note
the lack of attention between
available and awesome.

BERTBASE fine-tuned on the MRPC paraphrase corpus (Dolan & Brockett, 2005)
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4

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced BertViz, a tool for visualizing attention in the BERT model. We showed
how BertViz may serve as an analysis tool and provided a use case of how it might be used for
debugging. For future work, we would like to evaluate empirically how attention impacts model
predictions across a range of tasks. We would also like to extend the tool to other models such as
the OpenAI GPT (Radford et al., 2018) and the Transformer-XL (Dai et al., 2019). Further, we
would like to integrate the three views into a single unified interface, and expose the value vectors
in addition to the queries and keys. Finally, we would like to enable users to manipulate the model,
either by modifying attention (Lee et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2018; Strobelt et al., 2018) or editing
individual neurons (Bau et al., 2019).
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